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INTRODUCTION
The Ethics and Law Working GroupI was tasked with identifying legal and ethical concerns surrounding 
the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), more commonly referred to as drones, and to recommend key 
elements of doctrine, policy, and procedure that will best protect U.S. national security while upholding 
U.S. foreign policy and human rights objectives. The working group considered issues related to the sover-
eignty of other states in which the U.S. government conducts drone strikes; the international laws of war 
governing those strikes; international human rights law; and ethical considerations that underpin the use 
of these remote weapons.

This working group report proceeds as follows. First, it lays out several assumptions and describes issues 
that the working group chose not to take up.  Second, because one theme that came up in every discussion 
was the need for greater transparency about the laws, procedures, and policies surrounding drone use, this 
report discusses the overall importance of transparency and what the U.S. government could gain by being 
more transparent about its drone program. Finally, the report turns to specific areas of concern, including 
the lack of clarity about legal justifications, collateral damage, and the chain of command. It concludes by 
addressing the impact of drone use on U.S. relationships with allies and other affected states.

ARE DRONES DIFFERENT FROM OTHER WEAPONS?
Most members of the working group agreed that, as a matter of international law, the use of armed drones 
to conduct kinetic action is no different from the use of other weapons. The drone is just the weapons plat-
form.  However, most members also agreed that there are unique elements to drones that make their use 
particularly controversial.

• It is easier politically for a host state to consent to U.S. use of drones in its territory than it would be to 
consent to U.S. troops on the ground.

• It may be easier politically for the United States to resort to lethal force using a drone because drones 
do not require U.S. forces to put themselves at risk (assuming that the ground sources of intelligence 
are local actors). As a related matter, the United States might be more likely to sustain lethal action for 
longer periods of time when using drones than when using U.S. troops.

• Unlike more conventional weapons platforms, drones have the ability to hover for long periods and 
strike their targets at any time without warning, causing them to be seen as unstoppable extensions of 
U.S. military power.

• The use of autonomous drones capable of targeting individuals without human direction or supervi-
sion would raise a distinct and more difficult set of ethical issues than discussed by the working group 
with regard to current armed drone use with a “man-in-the-loop.”

I  The report was produced by the Working Group Chairs and Stimson staff based on input from group members, but the report does not reflect 
every individual view and was not “endorsed” by group members. This report is based on work undertaken by the working group during 2013-2014. 
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DRONES VS. TARGETED KILLINGS
The use of armed drones creates significant areas of contention. Often the grounds of contention derive 
from concerns about the “targeted killings” that drones facilitate, rather than the technology itself. Such is 
the case here. Although drones are an integral part of the U.S. targeted killing program, the real legal issues 
revolve around the question of when are targeted killings lawful. Almost all of the discussion that follows 
in this report relates to targeted killings; drones are relevant to our discussion primarily because they are 
an important (though not exclusive) method by which U.S. conducts these killings. This report uses “tar-
geted killings” to mean the lethal targeting of specific individuals outside of a law enforcement framework. 
The report focuses on targeted killings in other countries, because to date the U.S. has not used drones to 
conduct targeted killings inside the United States.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND AREAS NOT ADDRESSED 
The working group discussed the parameters of its work and reached general agreement about the follow-
ing premises:

• Legal categories under which states may be authorized to use lethal force include self-defense, appro-
priate United Nations Security Council Resolutions, and host nation consent during an armed conflict.

• Whether the United States may target a particular individual, however, depends on a variety of factors, 
including the level of threat the person poses and the capacity of the host state to take measures to sup-
press that threat. There is not an international consensus, nor a consensus among the working group, on 
the international legal framework applicable to killing specific individuals.  International law experts and 
members of the working group disagree on whether the legal rules should be based on the law of armed 
conflict, international human rights law, or a combination of the two. This disagreement is based in large 
part on the lack of consensus regarding whether the United States has been, and continues to be, in an 
armed conflict with al Qaida and associated groups and where that conflict is taking place.

• This report focuses on targeted killings that take place away from “hot battlefields,” rather than those 
taking place in areas of widely recognized armed conflict, such as Afghanistan. The working group 
reached this decision because it is the former uses of force that have proven most controversial, and 
because that is how the White House chose to delineate its policy in the President’s May 2013 speech at 
National Defense University and in the accompanying Fact Sheet.

The working group decided not to address two domestic legal issues related to drones. First, it did not ad-
dress the use of drones inside U.S. airspace. Second, a number of working group members raised questions 
about the sufficiency of the 2001 Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF) as a basis on which to 
carry out targeted killings of the type discussed within this report. Most agreed, however, that the topic is 
an expansive one and it is unlikely that Congress would produce a positive outcome if it were to amend the 
2001 AUMF. The working group concluded that it would distract from the other recommendations to take 
up the issue here.
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TRANSPARENCY: 
HOW TO BE MORE TRANSPARENT, AND WHY
The most prominent theme that emerged from the working group’s discussion of particular legal and ethi-
cal issues was the need for greater transparency by the U.S. government about its drone program, the legal 
rules it views as governing the drone program, and the policy decisions that undergird decisions to target 
certain groups or individuals. The working group thought more transparency was also required on the 
policies governing the U.S. drone program and the priorities and benefits of their use to achieve short- and 
long-term U.S. national security goals. The long duration of the U.S. struggle against al Qaeda underscores 
the need for greater understanding about the current justifications; these are not one-off, occasional covert 
actions. The working group discussed two aspects of transparency: (1) how greater transparency can ad-
vance U.S. policy goals; and (2) mechanisms by which the United States government might reveal more in-
formation about the targeted killings program without compromising U.S. national security requirements. 
Moreover, the working group discussed the need for greater transparency with regard to process, evidence, 
and accountability to ensure that there is a clear process for evaluating the evidence used to make targeting 
decisions or the decision regarding a “state of armed conflict.” 

To make the case to the U.S. government that it should reveal more about its targeted killings program, 
the government must be persuaded that it will benefit from such revelations. The working group dis-
cussed several reasons why greater transparency would advance U.S. interests:

• Greater clarity about the United States’ legal framework and its internal procedures will allow the gov-
ernment to distinguish its actions from those of other states that may undertake targeted killings in the 
future. It will also increase the United States’ credibility when it calls for other states to explain and defend 
their own legal justifications for using force (or indeed in other areas governed by international law).

• Greater transparency about international rules and internal procedures should bolster the sense within 
the international community that the United States is complying with international law generally and 
with the laws of war more specifically. This in turn may facilitate allies’ ability to work with the United 
States, including by sharing intelligence and contributing forces to counterterrorism operations.

• Conversely, a lack of transparency often leads observers to suspect that the United States is stretching 
the limits of the law or violating the law, makes oversight difficult, and increases the risk that U.S. prac-
tice will be interpreted broadly, thereby eroding international standards. 

• Revealing which individuals the United States government has killed and the rationale and evidence 
that led to their being targeted — insofar as this can be disclosed while protecting sources and meth-
ods — could bolster public support for the program significantly, particularly if that list includes senior 
members of al Qaeda and its associated forces. Greater public support, however, would still not neces-
sarily mean that the administration’s policies are legal under international law.

At the same time, some members of the working group recognized that too much transparency can present 
its own problems. The United States may be coy, for example, about where it believes its armed conflict with 
al Qaeda is taking place because a particular host state may not want to acknowledge its consent to U.S. use 
of force in its territory, and cooperation from that state may hinge on the United States’ willingness to keep 
its involvement hidden. Transparency about certain targeting information may allow future legitimate tar-
gets to take evasive measures to avoid being killed. The Justice Department may also be concerned that 
revelations about strikes that led to civilian deaths may prompt litigation in the United States or in foreign 
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courts — though the group is not suggesting that evasion of judicial review is a legitimate policy reason to 
avoid transparency. Or the United States may conclude that calls for transparency will never cease, no mat-
ter how much is revealed, and that additional, limited revelations will not satisfy the public’s appetite for in-
formation. Nevertheless, the working group concluded that it is desirable and there are ways for the United 
States to increase the overall transparency of its drone program without compromising national security.  

In particular, the working group recommended that the U.S. government take the following steps.

Recommendation: The United States government should select, as an example, a number of drone strikes 
that took place four or five years ago to demonstrate how each case played out step-by-step and, in doing 
so, identify and clarify U.S. justification for using force in a particular location and against the particular 
individuals at issue. 

Recommendation: The United States government also should release historical strike data. It could, for 
instance, select a particular set of months or years and release information on what strikes it undertook, 
against whom, based on what intelligence, what the outcomes of the strikes were, and whether and to what 
extent the strikes resulted in collateral damage.

Recommendation: Although the United States often claims that revealing more information about its tar-
geting process and standards would adversely affect its ability to capture or kill those posing an imminent 
threat to the United States, the government should explain more clearly why it cannot provide more de-
tailed information and offer some realistic examples that help outsiders conceptualize the problem.
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CLARITY SURROUNDING LEGAL JUSTIFICATIONS
The U.S. government has taken a number of steps to articulate its legal positions on targeted killings. To 
its credit, many senior officials, including the president, have given speeches putting on record the general 
U.S. legal rationale for targeting members of al Qaeda and associated forces in different countries, and U.S. 
policy regarding the use of force away from the hot battlefield.

Yet one of the working group’s most significant concerns was the continuing lack of clarity surrounding 
many of the legal concepts on which the U.S. government relies to justify its use of force. As evidence of 
this lack of clarity, most members of the working group were not able to articulate with confidence what 
the U.S. government means when it invokes concepts such as “associated forces” or “imminent threats.” Yet 
these concepts are critical to understanding the authority by which the United States claims to use force 
extraterritorially. The lack of clarity about what the concepts mean has led many to assume that the United 
States is claiming broader authority to target people than it may intend to. And at times, the public U.S. 
statements deliberately leave unclear whether a particular constraint on the U.S. government derives from 
a policy choice or a legal interpretation.

The working group explored two strands of questions about the conceptual frameworks the U.S. govern-
ment employs in its use of force against members of al Qaeda and associated forces. The working group also 
concluded that four specific legal concepts used in the targeting context require clarification. 

APPLICABLE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
State use of force against individuals can occur during wartime, peacetime, or, in certain limited cases, as 
one-off strikes that never materialize into an armed conflict. The situations in which the United States has 
undertaken targeted killings have attributes of all three scenarios. Yet the administration has chosen not to 
identify the framework within which it is operating in any particular location or for any particular strike. 
As a result, the working group was not clear whether (and in what circumstances) the U.S. government 
was applying a jus ad bellum framework, a law of war framework, or an international human rights law 
framework — or more than one at once. The U.S. government has not provided an explanation of its jus ad 
bellum justification as it relates to distinct individuals and groups operating in different countries sufficient 
to determine the legitimacy of its arguments.1 Nor has the government provided sufficient explanation as to 
when it believes humanitarian law applies rather than international human rights law.

Recommendation: The United States should clarify the geographic scope of the armed conflict in which 
it believes that international humanitarian law applies, the circumstances in which jus ad bellum require-
ments are satisfied, and whether it believes that international human rights law applies to some, all, or none 
of the contexts in which it is undertaking targeted killings.

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF THE CONFLICT
Like many other international law experts, members of the working group disagreed about whether it was 
legally and intellectually coherent to consider the United States to be in an armed conflict with al Qaeda, 
wherever its members are found. Some members argued that there must be a certain frequency or scale of 
hostilities in a geographic area in order to constitute an armed conflict, and in order for states to rely on 
law of war authorities to engage in killings in a given area. These members raised doubts about whether 
the “armed conflict” paradigm legitimately could attach to locations such as Somalia and Mali to justify 
the use of force by the United States against al Qaeda or its affiliates. These reservations were raised for a 
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number of reasons, be it because targeted individuals did not pose a threat to the United States, links to al 
Qaeda were too attenuated, the scale and frequency of their activities were too low, or some combination 
of these factors.

The United States has remained silent about its views on the geographic scope of its conflict with al Qaeda. 
This results in the perception that the “conflict” is unbounded. The working group recognized that the is-
sue may not be geography as such, but rather that there is a significant difference between places in which 
armed conflict is manifest, ongoing, and on a large scale (e.g., Afghanistan or, in 2011, Libya); situations 
in which al Qaeda operations are ongoing & extensive but in which traditional manifestations of armed 
conflict against the United States are fewer (e.g., Pakistan, Yemen); and situations in which there is some al 
Qaeda activity but it is more intermittent, less extensive and poses less of a threat  (e.g., Somalia). The work-
ing group concluded that greater clarity regarding whether all of these situations are subject to the same 
rules or whether the U.S. government sees them as eliciting different rules (whether legal or policy-based) 
is crucial.

Recommendation: The United States should state with greater clarity the geographic locations — or lack 
thereof — to which the policies in the May 2013 Fact Sheet apply. It should articulate how it defines “hot 
battlefields,” so as to help the public understand where U.S. policies do and do not currently apply, and 
where they may apply in the future. 

There are at least four legal concepts on which the United States is relying but for which it has not articulat-
ed how it understands and applies those terms in practice.

IMMINENT THREAT
The United States government has stated that it will only use lethal force against those who pose a con-
tinuing, “imminent threat” to U.S. persons.2 The government also claimed that some U.S. allies share its 
understanding of imminence.3 The United States has also been clear that it no longer views “imminence” 
in the traditional sense.4 So where, exactly, does it draw the line in determining whether an act by a per-
son poses an imminent threat to U.S. persons? As one working group member posited, “[Imminence] has 
come to mean (I believe) actual threats or situations of intent to harm plus some unspecified level of ability 
and planning. Because of the number of people and length of time involved in planning and approval for 
these strikes, they bear little resemblance to strikes that would occur against truly imminent threats.” Most 
working group members were concerned that the United States has adopted a definition of imminence that 
is overly elastic and does not comport with general legal and public understandings of what “imminence” 
means. A 2011 Department of Justice White Paper highlighted the United States government’s conception 
of “imminence” and noted that distinction of an “imminent” threat does not necessitate evidence that an 
attack will occur in the immediate future. Rather, “imminence” is viewed more broadly to account for 
persons “continually involved in planning terror attacks” against the United States.5 Determinations of 
“imminence” in this regard incorporate “considerations of the relevant window of opportunity, the possi-
bility of reducing collateral damage to civilians, and the likelihood of heading off future disastrous attacks 
on Americans.”6 Yet, if imminence is understood as defined by the White Paper, it becomes impossible to 
make determinations about necessity and proportionality.

Another source of confusion is that the concept of imminence manifests itself in at least two contexts. 
First, many states and scholars agree that a state may use force in national self-defense (i.e., in the jus ad 
bellum sense) against an imminent threat of an armed attack, even if that attack has not yet manifested 
itself. Second, in the context of regulating the use of lethal force by law enforcement, a state actor may use 
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force against someone who poses an imminent threat to the state actor or a third party, where there is no 
alternative to suppressing the threat. When the United States asserts that it will only use lethal force extra-
territorially against those who pose a continuing, imminent threat to U.S. persons, it is not clear in which 
sense the government is using the concept of imminence.

Recommendation: The United States government should state with greater specificity how it defines the 
term “imminence” and “armed attack”. The explanations should make clear where, as a legal matter, 
alternatives must first be used and where due process considerations derived from international human 
rights law apply.

PROPORTIONALITY AND DISTINCTION
The United States repeatedly has stated that it acts consistent with the laws of war that require proportion-
ality and distinction in targeting. The laws of war prohibit attacks that may be expected to cause incidental 
loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be 
excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated. 

A necessary question, then, is how the United States applies the rules of distinction and proportionali-
ty. Indeed, U.S. policy regarding drone strikes appears to go beyond what is required by the laws of war 
in this regard.7 The question then becomes how the United States defines a “civilian” or non-combatant. 
Some news reports suggest that the CIA presumes that any military-aged male in the vicinity of a lawful 
target is a militant. The White House’s May White Paper denies this, stating, “[I]t is not the case that all 
military-aged males in the vicinity of a target are deemed to be combatants.” The lack of information and 
clarity regarding who precisely the United States deems to be a lawfully-targeted combatant, and how many 
non-combatants have been killed or injured, prompts differing views about whether the United States’ 
interpretations of proportionality and distinction are consistent with the way those terms generally are 
interpreted in international law.

Further, it is not obvious whether and how all subsequent strikes have followed this standard. For instance, on 
December 12, 2013, news reports stated that a U.S. drone strike in Yemen hit a convoy heading to a wedding 
party, killing more than a dozen people and wounding others. Although it is unknown how many of those 
individuals may have been lawfully targetable, compensation payments to victims exceeding $1 million by 
the Yemeni government — ostensibly bankrolled by the United States — appear to confirm that significant 
civilian loss of life occurred.8 It also is possible that the administration considers Yemen an area of armed 
conflict where the rules of proportionality apply and where, therefore, some civilian casualties are permitted. 

The United States government has been criticized for using a broad definition of the term “combatant” — 
particularly in the context of detention operations — which has lead to questions regarding its compliance 
with the principle of distinction. In particular, efforts to form an international consensus on the definition 
of “direct participation in hostilities” and “continuous combat function” have been undermined by lack of 
clarity on the United States’ position. 

Recommendation: Consistent with the working group’s recommendations related to civilian casualties 
and clarifications about who is targetable, the administration should further articulate how the United 
States conducts its calculations about the likelihood of non-combatant deaths. 

Recommendation: In the wake of credible news reports that the administration hit a target erroneously 
(and civilian deaths resulted), the administration should publicly acknowledge its targeting error and ex-
plain the steps it is taking to ensure such errors do not occur in the future.
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Recommendation:  The administration should clarify its position on what kinds of activity constitute “di-
rect participation in hostilities” or “membership in a terrorist organization” and whether it considers any 
form of “substantial assistance” to a terrorist organization — officially designated or otherwise — as direct 
participation in hostilities.

ASSOCIATED (OR AFFILIATED) FORCES
TheIn the wake of the September 11 attacks, the United States asserted that it could use force not only 
against those who planned the terrorist attacks, but also against those who were “part of or supported al 
Qaeda, the Taliban, or associated forces that are engaged in hostilities against the United States or its coa-
lition partners.” In 2009, the Obama administration narrowed this definition slightly to reach only those 
who “substantially supported” those groups. Congress later adopted this definition (including the require-
ment of substantial support) in the 2012 National Defense Authorization Act.

Yet the administration has never been explicit about which groups it deems to be associated forces. 
“Associated” or “affiliated” forces are not terms of art in the laws of war, and have no fixed meaning (the 
same is true for the concept of “co-belligerency”). In a February 2012 speech, then-DoD General Counsel 
Jeh Johnson stated,

“An ‘associated force,’ as we interpret the phrase, has two characteristics to it: (1) an organized, armed 
group that has entered the fight alongside al Qaeda, and (2) is a co-belligerent with al Qaeda in hos-
tilities against the United States or its coalition partners. In other words, the group must not only be 
aligned with al Qaeda. It must have also entered the fight against the United States or its coalition 
partners. Thus, an ‘associated force’ is not any terrorist group in the world that merely embraces the 
al Qaeda ideology.”

While Mr. Johnson’s statement went some way to clarify how the United States legally defines an associated 
force, the U.S. government has declined to apply its stated interpretation to the facts on the ground or to list 
those groups against which it is fighting.  This has led to much criticism about the possible breadth of the 
U.S. armed conflict model and the larger concern that the U.S. government uses this rationale to sidestep the 
requirements that (a) there must be protracted hostilities to apply international humanitarian law and (b) 
there must be an imminent threat of an armed attack against the U.S. to justify the resort to force. Further, it 
is odd for the U.S. government to wage a publicly-acknowledged war but to keep the identities of its enemies 
a secret. Without such transparency, it is difficult to understand how some of those targeted have “entered the 
fight against the United States.” The Senate Armed Services Committee has asked DoD for a list of “associated 
forces” covered by the AUMF, but DoD has not produced a public document in response.

Recommendation: The U.S. government should identify publicly the groups with which it believes it is in 
an armed conflict, even if it reserves the right to amend or update the list at periodical intervals. The U.S. 
government need not make public the names of specific members of those groups, however, given that such 
information could compromise a legitimate need to protect sources and methods.
Recommendation: If the U.S. government believes that it has a persuasive reason not to disclose the identi-
ties of current “associated forces” of al Qaeda or the Taliban, it should make that reasoning public.
Recommendation: The U.S. government should provide the legal justification for resorting to the use of force 
in “self-defense” — that is, the imminence of the threat of an armed attack — for each affiliate of al-Qaeda 
and specify whether it considers the level of hostilities by that group to rise to the level of an armed conflict.
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MEMBERSHIP IN AN ARMED GROUP/ 
TAKING DIRECT PART IN HOSTILITIES
The U.S. government claims that it may target “members” of an armed group. Yet its definition of who 
constitutes a member and what acts prompt a membership determination remain unclear. Although the 
administration has disavowed the idea that all military-aged males in the vicinity of a target are deemed to 
be combatants, it has not gone further to explain how it determines a potential target to be a “member” of 
al Qaeda or associated forces — such that the person could be targeted under U.S. policy. 9

To date, the administration has not stated that this is its view or distinguished between situations in which 
it is targeting individuals because of the threat they pose individually or because of their membership in a 
terrorist organization, such as al Qaeda.

Protocol II of the Geneva Conventions states that civilians maintain their protected status against military 
violence “unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.”10 While widely accepted as cus-
tomary international law, the United States has not ratified Protocol II (though it has signed). However, the 
administration has not clearly explained its process for determining what behaviors constitute “participa-
tion in hostilities” and the duration of such involvement.11

Recommendation: The United States government should clarify precisely how it determines who is a mem-
ber of an armed group, based on the person’s activities, affiliations, etc.  
Recommendation: The government should set forth its view on what it means to “take direct part in hostilities.”
Recommendation: The government should clarify the legal requirements for self-defense that would need 
to be met if it used force against a senior operational leader of a particular group (or other member of that 
group) with which it was not currently engaged in an armed conflict.
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REPORTING ON COLLATERAL DAMAGE
The number of civilians who have been killed as a result of U.S. targeted killings is the subject of a thorny 
debate.  Different organizations have reached varied conclusions about how many civilian deaths have re-
sulted from such strikes. Statements from relevant governments, including the United States, Pakistan, and 
Yemen, add to the confusion.

The working group did not feel that it was in a position to weigh in on the data, but concluded that more 
robust reporting by the U.S. government on civilian deaths/collateral damage — coupled with more de-
tailed information about how the government calculates that damage — is imperative. Many people, both 
domestically and internationally, develop their views about the program based in part on civilian casualty 
data.  If the United States can provide more adequate reporting about known civilian casualties in the wake 
of a strike, it should be able to counter unsupported claims of civilian casualties by armed groups or others 
with incentives to exaggerate those casualties. In cases in which the government cannot obtain accurate 
data, it should state so publicly and explain why.

Recommendation: To the extent it possesses or feasibly can obtain the information, the administration should 
report civilian casualties and collateral damage after strikes have taken place, including from past strikes. If 
it lacks information in certain cases, it should state so and explain why it cannot obtain such information.

Recommendation: To the extent possible, the U.S. government should provide condolence and solatia pay-
ments to the families of civilians killed in drone strikes, or for injuries or destruction of civilian property 
caused by U.S. drone strikes.
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CHAIN OF COMMAND  
AND THE RESPONSIBLE AGENCY
The working group discussed which actor within the U.S. government should be (and currently is) at the 
top of the chain of command in ordering targeted strikes. The working group also discussed whether CIA 
or DoD should house the targeted killing program. Most members of the working group held the view that 
the president should sign off on every targeted strike that takes place away from a hot battlefield. This is cur-
rently the case. News reports suggest that this was a topic of heated contention within the administration in 
the lead-up to the president’s May 2013 speech, but that the policy currently requires the president to autho-
rize every strike that takes place away from conventional battlefields. This policy allows the Departments of 
Justice and State to retain input in strike decisions; these Departments can ensure that foreign policy and 
domestic legal considerations are properly addressed before the USG conducts a strike.
As a related matter, most members of the working group took the view that military strikes belonged within 
the purview of the military, even if those strikes were necessarily supported by key intelligence from the 
CIA. This would increase confidence that the use of drones for lethal operations is consistent with interna-
tional legal requirements regarding command responsibility, and preserve the distinction between com-
batants and U.S. civilian personnel. One potential advantage (from a transparency perspective) of moving 
these operations to DoD is that strikes would not be carried out as covert actions, and could therefore be 
more readily acknowledge by the U.S. government. News reports suggest that White House, CIA, and DoD 
leadership support the transfer of the program from CIA to DoD, but that any such transfer will take place 
very gradually and may not include a transfer of control over drone strikes in Pakistan.

Recommendation: The administration should retain the requirement that the president authorize any tar-
geted killing that takes place off a hot battlefield, even if the administration transfers primary responsibility 
for the program from the CIA to DoD.

Recommendation: The administration should hasten its efforts to transfer primary control of the targeted 
killing program from the CIA to the military.
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ENGAGEMENT WITH ALLIES AND OTHER STATES
The working group assessed as minimal the current U.S. dialogue with other states, including in particular 
the European Union and individual European states regarding the drones program. European states to 
date have been relatively quiet about their views toward the U.S. use of drones and are not of one mind con-
cerning drones issues.12 This may be attributable in part to the fact that some EU states, such as the United 
Kingdom, use armed drones and others are concerned about public outcry if they embrace U.S. policy.

To prevent misunderstandings regarding the U.S. drone program, it would benefit the U.S. government to 
initiate a discussion with some or key counterterrorism partners about the U.S. legal justification for its 
drone program. Such dialogue might reveal that there are in fact fewer differences between the sides, even if 
each side would arrive at the answer via a different route. The EU legal framework admittedly raises differ-
ent issues for EU members than for the United States and as such may constrain or limit future cooperation 
with the U.S. government, but this seems less likely to occur if the U.S. government makes a persuasive case 
to these states that its policies remain consistent with international law. 

Importantly, the views of states in which the United States is employing drones to conduct lethal action — 
and the views of the citizens of those states — directly affect perceptions of the United States government. 
Yet it is very difficult for U.S. officials — whether diplomats, military, or intelligence officials — to access 
certain areas in which drone strikes take place and evaluate public opinion on the ground. In addition, 
states involved in counterterrorism operations or armed conflicts with U.S. assistance, such as Colombia, 
should be engaged to ensure that U.S. policy has not been misconstrued as a blessing for the use of force in 
contravention of international norms.

Recommendation: The administration should increase its intensity of dialogue with European allies — in-
cluding both diplomats and senior defense and intelligence officials — regarding the legal justifications for 
the drone program, with the goal of clarifying U.S. legal positions and understanding and addressing the 
concerns of those allies.  

Recommendation: The administration should commission studies to obtain reliable perception data in 
countries in which it currently employs armed drones.
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NOTES
1. John O. Brennan: “The United States does not view our authority to use military force against al-Qa’ida 
as being restricted solely to ‘hot’ battlefields like Afghanistan. Because we are engaged in an armed 
conflict with al-Qa’ida, the United States takes the legal position that —in accordance with internation-
al law—we have the authority to take action against al-Qa’ida and its associated forces without doing a 
separate self-defense analysis each time.”  Brennan, John. “Strengthening our Security by Adhering to 
our Values and Laws.” Remarks presented at the Harvard Law School Program on Law and Security, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 16, 2011. Accessed September 4, 2014. http://www.whitehouse.gov/
the-press-office/2011/09/16/remarks-john-o-brennan-strengthening-our-security-adhering-our-values-an. 

2. White House. Office of the Press Secretary. Fact Sheet: U.S. Policy Standards and Procedures for the 
Use of Force in Counterterrorism Operations Outside the United States and Areas of Active Hostilities. 
May 2013. Accessed September 19, 2014. http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/05/23/
fact-sheet-us-policy-standards-and-procedures-use-force-counterterrorism. 

3. Brennan, John. “Strengthening our Security by Adhering to our Values and Laws.” Remarks present-
ed at the Harvard Law School Program on Law and Security, Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 
16, 2011. Accessed September 4, 2014. http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/09/16/
remarks-john-o-brennan-strengthening-our-security-adhering-our-values-an. 

4. John O. Brennan: “Over time, an increasing number of our international counterterrorism partners 
have begun to recognize that the traditional conception of what constitutes an “imminent” attack should 
be broadened in light of the modern-day capabilities, techniques, and technological innovations of terror-
ist organizations.” See: Brennan, John. “Strengthening our Security by Adhering to our Values and Laws.” 
Remarks presented at the Harvard Law School Program on Law and Security, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
September 16, 2011. Accessed September 4, 2014. http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/09/16/
remarks-john-o-brennan-strengthening-our-security-adhering-our-values-an. 

5. Department of Justice. Lawfulness of a Lethal Operation Directed Against a U.S. Citizen Who Is a 
Senior Operational Leader of Al-Qa’ida or An Associated Force. February 2013. Accessed September 17, 
2014. http://www.lawfareblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/020413_DOJ_White_Paper.pdf. 

6. Ibid., 7.

7. Obama, Barack. “Remarks by the President at the National Defense University.” Remarks 
presented at the National Defense University, Fort McNair, Washington, D.C., May 23, 
2013. Accessed September 10, 2014. http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/05/23/
remarks-president-national-defense-university. 

8. Miller, Greg. “Yemeni victims of U.S. military drone strike get more than $1 million in compensation.” 
The Washington Post, August 18, 2014. Accessed October 9, 2014. http://www.washingtonpost.com/
world/national-security/yemeni-victims-of-us-military-drone-strike-get-more-than-1million-in-compen-
sation/2014/08/18/670926f0-26e4-11e4-8593-da634b334390_story.html. 
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9. The White House Fact Sheet states that “there must be a legal basis for using lethal force, whether it is 
against a senior operational leader of a terrorist organization or the forces that organization is using or 
intends to use to conduct terrorist attacks.”  The question at issue is how the U.S. government determines 
that a person is a “member” of the forces that a terrorist organization is using. 

10. Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of 
Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts. 1125 U.N.T.S. 609,  Section IV, Article 13 (3). June 8, 1977.

11. See Lewis, Michael and Emily Crawford. “Drones And Distinction: How IHL Encouraged The Rise Of 
Drones.” Georgetown Journal of International Law 44, no. 3 (May  2013): 1127-1166. Accessed October 3, 
2014. https://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/law-journals/gjil/recent/upload/zsx00313001127.PDF. 

12.  See Dworkin, Anthony. Drones and Targeted Killings: Defining a European Position. London: 
European Council on Foreign Relations, 2013. Accessed September 25, 2014. http://www.ecfr.eu/page/-/
ECFR84_DRONES_BRIEF.pdf. 







The Stimson Task Force on U.S. Drones Policy issued its report and recommendations in June 2014. The 
task force was supported by three expert working groups focused on different aspects of U.S. drones 
policy: ethics and law; export controls and regulatory challenges; and military utility, national security, 
and economics. The three working groups met periodically and provided detailed background, invaluable 
insights, and context to task force members, including key data points, topics for consideration, and potential 
recommendations. Each working group has produced a background report with its own recommendations, 
conclusions, and issues for further research.
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